
 

Indiana Collaborates with Toyota Mobility Foundation to 
Fuel New Technologies 

Future Mobility District initiative to accelerate deployment of innovative mobility solutions in 
Indiana 

 
Indianapolis, Indiana, USA (October 19, 2020) – Today, the Toyota Mobility Foundation (TMF), a Japan-
based nonprofit focused on advancing mobility for all through next-generation mobility services, 
products and platforms around the world, designated Indiana as its first Future Mobility District in the 
U.S. The new initiative and local collaboration will foster innovation and propel research and 
development in advanced mobility technologies in Indiana. 
 
“As Indiana’s pro-growth business climate continues to gain recognition around the world, we’re 
committed to embracing innovation and investing in emerging areas like advanced mobility in order to 
remain competitive and position our industries for long-term growth,” said Indiana Secretary of 
Commerce Jim Schellinger. “With the launch of the Indiana Future Mobility District, Indiana will be able 
to attract more diverse companies while leading in the development of mobility-enabled technologies. 
We’re grateful for our long-standing relationship with Toyota, which helped cultivate this exciting 
opportunity, and look forward to supporting TMF as it works to address some of the mobility challenges 
facing our communities.” 
 
The Indiana Future Mobility District  will launch with support from the Indiana Economic Development 
Corporation (IEDC) and Energy Systems Network (ESN) and TMF will allow providers of new advanced 
mobility innovations and services to deploy in the state, focusing on validating interoperability and 
integration with existing Indiana transportation systems. Through its efforts, and by leveraging ESN’s 
network of industry and academic stakeholders in the sector, TMF will collaborate with local 
stakeholders to increase opportunities for advanced mobility by fueling testing of mobility-enabled 
technologies. The organization is currently evaluating options in central Indiana for advanced mobility 
deployment and plans to provide details on project proposals as TMF establishes a presence in Indiana. 
 
“We are excited to collaborate with two forward-thinking and committed organizations like ESN and the 
IEDC,” said Ryan Klem, director of programs at TMF. “ESN has a long history of supporting sustainable 
transportation projects in and around central Indiana with a focus on equity. Toyota as a company has a 
long-standing relationship with Indiana, and we as the Toyota Mobility Foundation are delighted to have 
the opportunity to work together with local communities to help bring the latest innovations in mobility 
solutions to serve Hoosiers.” 
 
Founded in 2014, TMF is committed to supporting the development of a more mobile society in which 
everyone can move freely, utilizing Toyota’s expertise and technologies to support strong mobility 
systems while eliminating disparities in mobility. TMF works in collaboration with organizations across 
the global, including universities, governments, non-profits and research institutions.  
 
“The pace of innovation in mobility is leading to rapid changes in the way people and goods move,” said 
Paul Mitchell, president and CEO of ESN. “This Future Mobility District initiative will prepare Indiana for 
these changes and help ensure that our economy and society benefit from them.” 
 
Indiana is committed to embracing disruptive technology like advanced mobility to bolster its economic 
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industries and position the state for long-term global competitiveness and economic growth. The IEDC 
will support the Indiana Future Mobility District through an existing partnership with ESN, which assists 
the state in targeting business recruitment in the energy and transportation sector.   
 
 
 
 
 
About Toyota Mobility Foundation 
The Toyota Mobility Foundation was established in August 2014 to support the development of a more 
mobile society. The Foundation aims to support strong and equitable mobility systems. It utilizes Toyota’s 
expertise in technology, safety, and the environment, working in collaboration with universities, 
government, non-profit organizations, research institutions and other organizations to address mobility 
issues around the world. Solutions till date have aimed at resolving urban transportation problems, 
expanding the utilization of multi-modal mobility and developing solutions for future generations. Learn 
more at www.toyotamobilityfoundation.org.  
 
About Energy Systems Network 
ESN is an Indianapolis-based nonprofit initiative focused on the development of the advanced energy 
technology and transportation sectors. Over the last decade, ESN has collaborated with a range of 
industry, academia, and government partners to deliver sustainable energy and mobility solutions, 
including electric car sharing, vehicle-to-smart grid communications, mobility-as-a-service, and others. 
ESN’s mission is to leverage its network of global thought leaders to develop integrated energy solutions 
to increase quality of life for today and tomorrow. The company’s focus is to: reduce costs, emissions and 
waste; influence policy; and advance technological innovation. For more information, and to download 
Emerging Mobility Technologies and Trends, visit www.energysystemsnetwork.com. 
 
About IEDC 
The Indiana Economic Development Corporation (IEDC) leads the state of Indiana’s economic 
development efforts, helping businesses launch, grow and locate in the state. Governed by a 15-member 
board chaired by Governor Eric J. Holcomb, the IEDC manages many initiatives, including performance-
based tax credits, workforce training grants, innovation and entrepreneurship resources, public 
infrastructure assistance, and talent attraction and retention efforts. For more information about the 
IEDC, visit www.iedc.in.gov.      

  
  

 
 
  

Media Contacts:  
Julie Ann Burandt (TMF) – info@toyota-mf.org 
Drew Tharp (ESN) –drew@energysystemsnetwork.com 
Erin Sweitzer (IEDC) – 317.296.2556 or esweitzer@iedc.in.gov 
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